Datasheet

SDVI Rally Access™

Metadata-assisted Content QC and Compliance
Work smarter and faster using time-based
metadata to focus on the task at hand.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assisted QC & correction
Compliance & distribution versioning
Content segmentation
Caption review & validation
Manual metadata logging
Project & EDL export and cloud render

Well-designed supply chains don’t just automate
tasks: they also help operators be more effective.
Rally Access helps operators work smarter,
faster, better by linking automated supply chain
functions and the metadata they produce to the
manual tasks they require. Presented either as
a panel in Adobe® Premiere Pro® or in a Rally
Gateway with Accurate.Video Validate, Rally
Access combines content and metadata on
the timeline, guiding users to exactly the right
moment and track where content requires
their attention.
Driven by the Rally workorder capability, manual
tasks are displayed either in Adobe Premiere
Pro or in a Rally Gateway, complete with
time-based metadata from prior automated
processes. This means all automated QC events,
content markers, segment timings, and AI
analysis results are available directly within the
operator’s work environment, pointing to the
specific areas that need review, dramatically
reducing completion times.

For operators, completing the task at hand may
be the smallest part of the job: preparing to
work and documenting what was done can often
take more time than the task itself. Rally Access
prepares the job for you. It puts the content, test
results, in and out points of each task, and other
crucial metadata all in one place. Workorders are
presented as clickable “go-to” buttons, eliminating
the time and frustration of finding clips and
locating issues. Using Rally Access, operators get
more done with greater accuracy, produce better
documentation, and ultimately contribute to a
better finished product at a lower cost.

“SDVI and AWS’ technology allows
us the flexibility and scalability to
create new linear and direct-toconsumer products exponentially
faster than we could in the past.”
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Rally Access panel for Adobe Premiere Pro

The Rally Access panel for Adobe Premiere Pro makes all workorders available directly inside the Adobe
Premiere Pro interface. Click on a workorder and Rally Access automatically compiles all media and
metadata necessary for the task, placing them on the timeline and allowing operators to get to work
immediately. The Rally Access panel streamlines tasks from manual QC and compliance review to
compliance editing and craft edit sessions. All new metadata, edits, and effects are synced directly back
to the Rally Platform. Through integration with Adobe Media Encoder, a
new version can be rendered automatically as a new asset or added back
to the original asset, while retaining the original content and all project
metadata – all without ever leaving your supply chain.
With the Rally Access panel for Adobe Premiere Pro, operators and
editors can work in a familiar environment, more efficiently, and with the
full functionality of Adobe Premiere Pro, including all format, audio and
subtitle support. Work locally or in the cloud, with proxy or high-res media,
without changing your normal workflow.

Accurate Player

Accurate.Video

Adobe Premiere
Pro Panel

Prefer the flexibility of working in a web browser?
Rally Access allows operators to select tasks and
open them using integrated Accurate.Video –
without ever leaving the browser. All segment,
QC, and ML metadata are presented in an
interface that is easy to understand and operate.
Verify all incoming metadata and add additional
metadata as needed to complete the task at
hand. Work on proxy media, including additional
audio and subtitles from within the browser.
Once the workorder is completed in Accurate.
Video, the Rally Platform allows the content
to continue seamlessly through the supply
chain, verifying the metadata produced in the
session and intelligently deciding the next steps
necessary to complete the process.

The Rally Platform supports multiple player and edit
applications. This table highlights the feature differences
between the available options.

Rally Player

Rally Access with Accurate.Video
Validate

Frame accurate proxy playback

●

●

●

●

Hotkey support, offspeed playback

●

●

●

●

Timecode display

●

●

●

●

Workorder support

●

●

●

●

Audio channel selection

●

●

●

Discrete audio file support

●

●

●

Discrete subtitle file support

●

●

●

Audio VU-metering

●

●

Manual markers and segmentation

●

●

Timeline view

●

●

QC and compliance review

●

●

Custom status for workorder result

●

●

TBMD import and export

●

●

HighRes and Dolby support

●

Multiple, customisable report output

●

Individual TBMD permissions

●

Edit and EDL support

●

Auto render in the cloud

●
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Benefits
Smart Work Assignments
Rally Access automatically generates, organizes,
assigns, and presents manual tasks in to-do
lists based on the definition of the supply chain.
Jobs can be routed to specific operators or
presented to a group to be “claimed” by anyone
on the team. Operators are presented with their
assigned jobs, down to the type of task within
a clip: one operator might evaluate QC findings
while another works on legal compliance tasks.
Supply Chain Continuity
Integrating manual steps as part of the
overall supply chain is key to maintaining
efficiency. Otherwise, manual activities
become weak or broken links in the supply
chain—isolated, un-trackable, and inefficient.
When a task is completed in Rally Access, the
supply chain continues, and the completed
work is documented automatically to benefit
downstream supply chain steps.

Features

• Automated supply chain rules track and
assign manual tasks
• Instantly locate segments and tracks
associated with workorders using time-based
metadata
• Support content proxies to keep content
in the cloud or full-resolution content for
detailed work
• Full visibility and prioritization of work in
progress
• Automatically measures and reports on job
efficiency
• Built-in, customizable templates for multiple
task types - QC, compliance, segment timing,
edit Exports and renders EDLs

Use Cases
• Receipt

• Localization
• Logging
• Modification

About Rally
The Rally Media Supply Chain Platform deploys all the applications
and infrastructure to create a dynamic, responsive media supply
chain. These resources can be located on-premise, in a public cloud,
in a private cloud, or in any combination.
Rally cloud-native media supply chain management allows you to build,
configure, operate & monitor media supply chains at any scale. In the
Application Services Market, choose from a comprehensive ecosystem
of best-in-class tools for file transformation, QC, ML, security, and
content delivery – paying only for what you use. Rally also supports
your custom integration through open APIs, messaging or the
extensible Rally development environment.

Rally
Core

Rally
Connect

the
platform

Application
Services
Market

Rally
Insight

For further information, visit www.sdvi.com, or email us at info@sdvi.com
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